Abstract: This paper presents a novel scalable physical implementation method for high-speed Triple Modular Redundant (TMR) digital integrated circuits in radiation-hard designs. The implementation uses a distributed placement strategy compared to a commonly used bulk 3-bank constraining method. TMR netlist information is used to optimally constrain the placement of both sequential cells and combinational cells. This approach significantly reduces routing complexity, net lengths and dynamic power consumption with more than 60% and 20% respectively. The technique was simulated in a 65 nm Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) technology.
Introduction
Digital integrated circuits are important in many of today's complex integrated circuits and systems. A wide range of digital circuits are used as stand-alone digital systems such as microprocessors and digital signal processors which are purely digital systems. A second portion of digital blocks can be found in mixed-signal integrated circuits where finite-state machines or counters assist or interface with their analog counterparts.
The operation frequency of a digital module mainly depends on the system requirements such as data throughput. In mixed-signal circuits such as analog-to-digital converters (ADC), phase locked loops (PLL) and clock and data recovery (CDR), the digital logic is clocked at or a derivative of the mixed-signal sampling time which can be as high as several GHz in recent technologies. The latter digital blocks are intrinsically timing critical and only have little timing overhead for circuit level redundancy in harsh environments.
It has been widely known that ionizing radiation can cause Single Event Effects (SEEs) in CMOS integrated circuits [1] , especially in scaled technologies [2] . Single Event Upsets (SEUs) in flip-flops result in corrupted data or logic states [3] . An SEU on a flip-flop can occur at any time and may be unrecoverable if no redundancy is applied. Single-Event Transients (SETs) occur when a particle upsets combinational logic which has no memory [4] . The transient is only temporary. Thus, the digital system is only sensitive to SETs when the SET propagates to the data-inputs of a flip-flop during the setup-and hold-times of that flip-flop [5] . Many aspects can be considered regarding the propagation of the SETs such as logic masking [6, 7] and pulse shrinking. However, a common conclusion can be made that digital logic which is clocked at high clock frequencies is more sensitive to SETs since the probability to capture an SET in the clock period dramatically increases in the GHz range [8] .
Fortunately, Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) can be added to digital logic to overcome these effects. TMR triplicates the logic and uses majority voters to correct logic signals [9] . TMR relies on the fact that only one logic signal can be upset at once and would therefore fail if two out of three triplicated nets are upset. This was less of a concern in old CMOS technologies where single particles only affected single digital cells. However, as technologies have scaled down, Multi-Bit Upsets (MBU) have become a serious concern such that one particle can affect multiple gates simultaneously [10] [11] [12] . With improper placement, the fault tolerance can dramatically reduce, especially in fast designs.
Many forms of TMR have been presented in recent decades, some of them compromising triplication effectiveness for power consumption or area. The most complete form of TMR, and the one which is addressed in this paper, is full TMR [13] where both the flip-flops, clock-tree and combinational logic are triplicated ( [14, 15] ) as is shown in Figure 1 . This method is the most reliable but also uses the highest number of resources and power. A competing method is temporal time-redundancy [16] . This smart approach does not triplicate the combinational logic but only triplicates flip-flops which are clocked with 3 delayed clocks [17] . The delay between the clocks is set to be larger than any possible SET, such that only one flip-flop could possibly capture an SET which is later on corrected. This method has proven its usage in space applications but its major drawback is its limited clock frequency. The intentional clock skew places serious timing constraints on the design typically resulting in sub-GHz designs. As such, many high-speed mixed-signal digital module implementations prefer the original TMR approach. Several other methods were reported in [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a novel placement method for high-speed digital TMR designs is presented. In Section 3, a performance analysis is made and compared with conventional methods. In Section 4, a conclusion is drawn.
Physical Implementation for TMR Circuits

Conventional 3-Block Approach
TMR-protected circuits only operate well if only one signal of a TMR signal is upset. Therefore, MBUs should be avoided. Historically, a floorplan was made as is shown in Figure 1 . Only flip-flops were constrained to be placed in 3 physical groups respectively A-C and a spacing of 10 µm is ensured between these groups. The idea behind this approach is that the combinational logic and clock trees will follow the constrained flip-flops. This has proven its usage in many high-speed radiation hard designs in the past [23] .
The drawback of this approach is the complex routing to interconnect the voters. Each voter has a connection to both A, B and C blocks such that each logic net has 6 cross domain connections. This becomes problematic when the design size increases. Firstly, connections from A to C would require to cross the entire B-logic which results in long nets. Automatic place-and-route tools will always optimize the design to meet the required timing constraints. Therefore, large buffers will be inserted to meet the timing constraints which increases the power consumption of the design. Secondly, these long vertical connections result in a dense metal routing. This may result in a sub-optimal design and may result in worse signal integrity. As the design size increases, so does the problematic physical implementation with this method.
Novel Interleaved Approach
Ideally, each cell is guided with a spacing constraint to place the standard cells distributed. Such features have become available in the newest place-and-route releases. This can be used to ensure the spacing between flip-flops but not between combinational logic in the data-path. For moderate to complex data-paths such as a fast 8-bit counter, the spacing between logic in a common TMR data-path cannot always be ensured to prevent MBUs in the combinational logic.
The approach proposed in this paper allows a semi-distributed placement to allow maximal freedom to place-and-route tools to optimize the design. It is based on the conventional 3-block approach but uses an interleaved placement constraining method. This is shown in Figure 2a . Multiple repeating small regions allow cells of A-C branches to be placed at different vertical locations in the design. These regions have fixed heights. As the design size increases, only the number of vertical regions increases, not the height of it. As a result, the vertical connections between voters only have to cross a narrow placement region and not 1/3 of the design since the place-and-route tool has more freedom to place the standard cells vertically in the design. The spacing between each region is sufficient to prevent MBUs (10 µm in our case). Grouping the flip-flops to the correct regions (A-C) is straightforward since the naming of these registers includes the TMR group through automatic TMR insertion before synthesis [23] . However, after synthesis, the data-path cells cannot be grouped by name anymore. Therefore, an algorithm was designed to trace-back the combinational logic that drives a flip-flop. As such, if each flip-flop can be segmented by name, the combinational logic can be as well by tracing back the input logic tree. This algorithm finds the fan-in of the flip-flop by searching for the drivers of the input nets of the cells as is shown in Figure 2b . This is done iteratively to find the full fan-in logic tree and stops at a register. A special exception is required when searching the fan-in of a voter block. Only the respective input is used since otherwise, the entire TMR data-path (A-C) is grouped in the same region due to the cross coupled connections before the voters. By means of this method, all cells, including combinational logic can be efficiently constrained to regions. If only the flip-flops were allocated to their respective groups, unconstrained data-path cells might be placed in incorrect regions resulting in MBUs in the combinational logic. This algorithm is executed before placement of the cells and is re-executed after clock tree synthesis and design optimization to. 
Simulated Performance Analysis
To assess the performance of this new placement and floorplanning method, different comparing tests have been done between the proposed interleaved approach and the conventional 3-block approach. Three digital designs, each with 8 identical independent high-speed counters, were used. The counter sizes of the three designs were varied to implement more complex standardized data-paths. A summary of the designs and associated timing constraints is shown in Table 1 . The designs were implemented and benchmarked using Innovus CAD (Computer Aided Design) tools with optimization efforts high. The timing constraints were chosen to be close to the technology limits to ensure a timing critical design. For each design, the power consumption, net length, net capacitance and routing density was analyzed and compared. The designs were implemented in a 9-track standard V T 65 nm CMOS library. The interleaved method has a slice height and spacing of 7.2 µm while the 3-block method has the same block spacing. The results discussed below are extracted from the timing, power and area reports from place-and-route tools. The routed designs of "Design 2" are shown in Figure 3a ,b, where the 3-block and proposed interleaved placement method are used respectively. It is clear that the proposed approach results in significantly reduced complexity compared to the conventional 3-block approach. More specifically, the vertical routing difficulty is highly reduced since the place-and-route tool has more freedom to optimally place the cells in the design. To quantitatively analyze this, a histogram of the total net length is shown in Figure 4 for both implementations. The histogram shows that a significant portion of the nets has lengths between 1/3 and 1/2 of the design size for the 3-block implementation due to the voter interconnects. This peak is not present anymore in the proposed interleaved implementation method. Most interconnected nets now have a net length of approximately 25 µm. As the design size increases, the difference becomes more significant. However, some long nets are still present in the interleaved placed design. By analyzing pre-Clock Tree Synthesis (CTS) and post-CTS histograms, it becomes clear that these longer nets originate from the clock tree. Clock trees of clocks A-C are now distributed across the entire design while in the 3-block approach, the clock tree was only placed locally in each of the 3 regions. Similar results were obtained from both Design 1 and Design 3.
The standard-cell spacing between cells of the same TMR branch is shown in Figure 5 . This plot shows a histogram of the distances between cells of A-branch to respectively B-and C-branch cells. The distances were measured only between cells which implement the same connected logic tree. Again, these results show a significant reduction of the spacing for the proposed method which correlate with the net lengths in Figure 4 . With the interleaved method, most cells are spaced within a 45 µm distance which corresponds to roughly 3 small, vertical interleaved banks. From this result, it is clear that the placement engine is given more freedom to place cells closer without compromising radiation hardness. For to the 3-block method, the average cell distance between A-branch and B-or C-cells shows two peaks which correspond to the large A-B-C bock distances in the floorplan. For the proposed interleaved method, the reduced cell spading leads to a reduction of the power consumption and an improved routability of the design. The routing complexity was analyzed by measuring the local metal density for each metal layer on a 100 × 100 square grid across the design. The design examples used a metal stack with 5 routable layers, of which M2 and M4 were vertical routing layers. Figure 6 shows the average metal density across the design floorplan for all different layers. All horizontal layers and M1 (standard cell routing and power rail) show no significant differences between both methods. A significant difference can be found in M2 and M4. Vertical inter-TMR branch connections are routed in these layers such that the density is relatively high for the 3-block implemented designs. However, the interleaved design shows a 50% reduction in M2 and nearly no routing in M4 which is a significant improvement. Near the vertical middle of the design, the peak density of M2 drops from 22% to 8% while that of M4 reduces from 30% to 0.5%. A vertical cross section in the middle of the design is shown in Figure 7 . Here, the average metal density as a function of the vertical location in the design is shown. These results clearly indicate that the routing complexity is dramatically reduced which also lead to a reduction of the overall power consumption. A summary of the power consumption and net lengths is shown in Table 2 for the 3 designs. These figures are extracted after routing and Clock Tree Synthesis (CTS). The internal power is the power consumption of the unloaded standard cells, switching power is the dynamic power consumption due to the switching of the capacitive loads. Total capacitance is the sum of all net and input capacitances of the cells. From these figures, it is clear that the internal power does not significantly change. A small reduction comes from smaller buffers required in the design. However, the switching power changes significantly and scales proportionally with the total capacitance of the nets. A comparison of the results between the 3-block and the proposed interleaved method clearly indicates that a significant reduction of 14% up to 47% can be achieved with our method as the design size increases. These results illustrate the advantages of the proposed placement method. Additionally, it can be seen that the total and average net length of the design reduces by 36% to 65% which is a significant improvement. 
Conclusions
This paper has presented a novel method for physical implementation of Triple Modular Redundant high-speed digital circuits. The method uses a distributed constraining approach for TMR branches to avoid long interconnects between voters. A TMR logic fan-in search algorithm is used to segment combinational logic in TMR A, B and C groups. The method was tested with increasingly complex digital modules and shows results which improve as the design size increases. For the tested circuits, the total net length reduced up to 65% while the switching power consumption reduced by 44%. Furthermore, the routing complexity was significantly simplified compared to a bulk 3-block physical floorplan.
